
TV17/817 Missing 

    

No more spinning  

missing friends 
missing structure 

gone the battle 
against myself. 

 

Really missing 
no, not in the context at LW 

it made me feel depressed 
I became very stressed 

no contact and all black. 
 

What's next 
holding the balance 

in life and my body 
active during the winter 

when all becomes more black. 
 

There are points of light 
such as the ‘black’ ice 

condition by skating 

swinging around in nature  
with some fanatic friends. 

 
On the MTB in the woods  

a glimpse of sunshine through trees 
slopes up an down 

quiteness all around 
head in the air and feet on the ground. 

 
Really missing work  

no, not at all 
just some colleges 

to strolling around 
and get the ‘higher’ goals. 

 

Missing, just a little. 
31-8-2017 

 

   



Bicycle Ride - Vybz Kartel 
 

Intro: 

Oomaan! If yuh man a gi yuh problem, who yuh gonna call? (Dunwell) 

 

Verse 1: 

(Hear har nuh) 

Shi seh shi feel hurt 

Guh tell a earthquake 

Yuh love breed ee, tek a sperm break 

Money talk, bullshit walk! 

Shi say mi right, write a fi chalk! 

A di truth mi a talk 

Matches an spark 

Man to ooman, couple up like di ark 

Send fi di crocs, nuh guh beside nuh shark 

Girl haffi duck when di missile guh off 

 

Chorus: 

And ride till di bicycle bruk off, bruk off (ride) (x3) 

Ride till di bicycle bruk- 

 

Hey gyal, bend yuh back 

Bubble pon dat 

Tic, then yuh toc 

Everyting shot (x2) 

 

Verse 2: 

Yow a wah do some gyal? Real ol’ zoot 

Weh shi a guh wid har tinkin foot?! 

A wah dat? Dat rat-bat! 

Shi say thanks, mi seh welcome mat! 

Like a shootin range, suh yuh ting shot 

Man to ooman, twine up like a knot 

True mi a talk, anuh nuh joke, nuh laugh 

Girl haffi duck when di missile guh off 

 

Chorus 

A di truth mi a talk 

Matches an spark 

Man to ooman, couple up like di ark 

Send fi di crocs, nuh guh beside nuh shark 

Girl haffi duck when di missile guh off 

 

And ride....  

Ride.... 

 

Hey gyal, bend yuh back 

Bubble pon dat 

Tick, then yuh toc 

Everyting shot (x2) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RQr80G4aq9I 
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